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Abstract: The paper pot transplanter machine is an innovative, labour saving technology. It relies on using paper pot that are connected in a chain so
that they feed themselves through the transplanter. The transplanter itself is hand-pulled. It can put around 264 plants in the ground (one flat) in less
than a minute. All while walking upright (no kneeling, crawling or stooping) the transplanter opens a narrow furrow. The paper chain sprocket goes down
into the furrow, and then the plants are covered by a set of metal flanges. At the start of a row, the lead cell of a flat of a paper chain pots are pulled
down into the furrow, staked to hold it in place, and then pull the transplanter forward. The transplanter all will follow each other into the ground.
Index Terms: Paperpot,transplanter,labour,manpower,working time,furrow
——————————  ——————————

1. INTRODUCTION
Vegetable transplanting are now carried out all the countries.
While transplanting is done manually, roots are severely
damaged in the process of transplanting. So the plants take
longer to establish their roots after transplanting. Transplanting
of vegetable seedling manually is very tiresome and labour
consuming as the operation is done in a bending posture. High
labour requirement and shortage of labour during peak
transplanting season causes delay in transplanting and affects
timely operation. A survey was carried out to assess
mechanization gaps in raising seedling, planting and
transplanting of vegetable crops. The results of the survey
indicated that there was a mechanization gap in area of
transplanting of vegetable crops. Mechanized transplanting of
vegetable is not widely practiced in India and most of the
developing countries by Raheman (1). The plant removal and
plant setting is important factors to be considered while
designing automatic transplanters. The main problem for
researchers in developing a fully automatic transplanter, is the
technology of how to remove the seedling from the tray. The
automatic transplanter requires either plug or pot seedlings.
Removal of the individual seedlings from the trays at rates of 3
to 5 plants s -1 is a challenging task (Shaw, 1999). The initial
investment on production of plug is high and the mechanisms
employed for the removal of seedlings from tray are complex.
In India, past studies reveal that fully automatic vegetable
transplanters capable of feeding and metering individual push
type seedling ball removal have not yet been developed. The
existing system of vegetable cultivation is to transplant the
seedling manually with the help of women labours. The
vegetable cultivated area is increasing day by day, and the
vegetable seedling needs to be transplanted within a short
period of 25 to 30 days. Nowadays labour is not available for
doing this job due to drudgery involved in this
operation.Several attempts have been made elsewhere in the
world and prototype have been brought out. In one model the
seedlings were pushed into a device that rotated them to a
vertical orientation after which they were transported
pneumatically to preformed holes in the ground. Another
model has a vertical plunger that pushes plant cell upward out
of the tray, where they are grasped by mechanical grippers
before being transported to the ground.



The paper pot transplanting system is an innovative, labour
saving technology. It relies on using paper pot that are
connected in a chain so that they feed themselves through the
transplanter. The transplanter itself is hand-pulled .with it, I
can put 264 plants in the ground (one flat) in less than a
minute .all while walking upright (no kneeling, crawling or
stooping).the transplanter opens a narrow furrow, the paper
chain goes down into the furrow, and then the plants are
covered by a set of metal flanges.at the start of a row , the
lead cell of a flat of a paper chain pots is pulled down into the
furrow ,staked to hold it in place, and then you pull the
transplanter forward .The transplanter all follow each other into
the ground. Packing wheels’ firm, the soil around the
transplants as you go. Onion transplanter is a specialized
transplanter fitted to transplant onion seedlings in fields. One
transplanter can transplant about 4-5 acres in a day (highly
efficient as compare to traditional method) by mr.Akshay S
kadlad (2). we built a paper pot transplanter for transplanting
the seedlings in the field.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Hand Held Vegetable Transplanter
Paper pot seedling transplanter has been developed using
hand tractor as power source by G.V. PrasannaKumar (3).
Consists of different component like handle, lever, hollow pipe,
jaw and jaw operating wire. The implement penetrates into soil
by its self-weight hold with handle, seedling is dropped into
hollow pipe then the jaw opened with lever. This work is
focused on design, development and testing of hand held
vegetable transplanter capable to transplant seedling precisely
in a straight line with uniform depth in mulch bed. The work
engineering techniques to reduce the labour efforts and time
required for transplanting. The result obtained from the trial
tests concluded that transplanter functioned properly as there
is no miss planting compared with automatic vegetable transplanter, also the rate of tilted planting is negligible. The cost is
comparatively less than traditional method of transplanting.
From visual observation we have seen that there is no
damage to the seedling during operation. The transplanting
capacity observed from trail is 0.02 ha/hr, theoretical field
capacity is 0.0243 ha/hr, field efficiency is 82.30% by Patil
AS(4).
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severely damaged and the plants take longer time to establish
their roots. Hence vegetable growers have moved on to
manual transplanting of protray seedling. Mechanization of
vegetable transplanting is the need of the hour. The currently
developed transplanters in india are semi-automatic by
Sivakumar S(5). They are not suitable for continuous
operation over a long period of time. This work was carried out
to systematically design and develop an automatic vegetable
transplanter suitable for protray seedlings. In developing an
automatic vegetable transplanter, the foremost factor is the
seedling removal which needs to be automated.

F
Torque
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=245.25N
=55.18 N-m.

= 231W.
5.3 DESIGN OF SHAFT DIAMETER
Diameter of the shaft
=15 mm
Allowable stress for mild steel Fs =34 N/mm^2.
Speed of shaft can be calculated from this equation

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND OBJECTIVE
The traditional method of transplanting is labour intensive,
hazardous with low per acre plantation of plants and time &
cost consuming. Due to these factors the completion of paper
pot cultivation suffers within the optimum transplanting period
consequently farmers face the problem of low per acre
production with high production cost. These obstacles can be
overcome by mechanical transplanting technique. A paper pot
transplanter is a specialized machine used to transplant paper
pot seedlings in the field. It facilitates the hole formation,
putting of seedling in the hole, covering the soil, carrying the
seedling along with machine, and spacing marking operation
in standing posture and help to increase the forward speed of
operation which results in higher capacity and increase the
efficiency of the labour at reduced efforts. The main objectives
of our project was to Turn hours of labour into minutes,
extremely versatile use on wide variety of vegetable crops,
Way less work than transplanting by hand and Just pull and
plant.

N2 = 133 rpm.

T = 16.595 N-m.

4 PAPERPOT TRANSPLANTER PARAMETERS
The requirements for fabricating the paper pot transplanter are
Selection of suitable size of paper pot, seed for germination,
base material, DC motor with battery, and suitable bearing.
The fabrication steps involve the following parameters by
Sivakumar S (5).
 Fabrication of base for the paperpot transplanter
as per the design requirement.
 Fabrication of transplanter and its body parts.
 Assembly of fabricated parts.
 Adjusting all the fabricated parts for accuracy.

5 DESIGN CALCULATIONS
5.1 CALCULATION OF VELOCITY
The velocity of the transplanter is very important in calculating
number plants are transplanted. It decides the time required
for the transplanting of plants.

Fs = 25.054
Fs>fs
Hence the design is safe

6 ANALYSIS OF PAPER POT TRANSPLANTER
The paper pot transplanter machine is modeled with computer
aided designing software solidworks. The completed model is
shown in figure 3. The appropriate materials are selected for
the components shown in table 1. The CAD file have been
converted into neutral file format and then exported to ANSYS
workbench for analysis purpose. The total load of 3 kg is taken
for structural static analysis. The total base frame assembly
has to be withstand the total load without any permanent
bending. The steel material properties with 450 MPa yield
strength have been assigned for all the structural members.
The young’s modulus and poison’s ratio of 210 GPa and 0.3 is
considered for the analysis.

= 0.942 m/s.
Velocity of the wheel = 0.942 m/s.
5.2 TORQUE AND POWER
The power and torque plays a crucial role in designing of any
machines. The torque density measures the torque capability
of a components. The rate of doing work.
Torque
F
Force required to pull =Mass of the transplanter x gravity.

Figure 1 Total deformation of full assembly
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The total deformation of 6.6 mm approximately observed for
the entire assembly. The von Mises stress of 309 MPa is

Figure 3 Paper pot transplanter front view

Figure 2 Total von Mises stress of full assembly
observed in the critical areas. It is well below the limit of
maximum yield strength of 450 MPa.

Initially paper pot plantlets which are ready to be transplanted
is placed on the loading chamber of plantlet loading tray, its
free end is loosened from the bundle and it gets fixed to the
field. Once all the initial arrangements are done, the operator
applies a pulling force on the entire vehicle by holding it
through handle bar. This force helps to loosen the paper pot
taps to loosen from the bundle, narrow passage of loading tray
makes the paper pot tape to flow in a straight path and to
transplant it on to the field. The inclined front wheel applies an
external load on the transplanted crop to fix to the field.

7 FABRICATION OF THE MODEL
Welding is the important process involved in the fabrication.
The necessary steel material is cut down for the required
dimension. The base parts are welded using arc welding
machine. A thermo-mechanical performance study for Wire
and Arc Additive Layer Manufacture by Ding J (6). Metal frame
is cut down for the required dimension. The components like
DC motor base of sheet metal and metal fram are weld to
together. Manufacturing processes are the steps to through
which raw materials are transformed into a final product.
These materials are then modified through the manufacturing
processes is to become the required part. Manufacturing
processes can be treating (such as heat treating or coating),
machining, or reshaping the material. The manufacturing
process also includes tests and checks for quality assurance
during and after the manufacturing, and planning the
production process prior to manufacturing.The good
manufacturing in the unit involve a process that is simple and
proven and mainly depends on the standard of the
manufactured products. For example: The base frame which
acts a chassis of vehicle is fabricated with the help of square
tubes and channels by metal cutting and metal joining process
called welding. The metal wheel with spikes at its surface is
mounted at the rear axle of vehicle to obtain a stabilized
motion on the muddy field. The rear axle shaft gets attached to
base frame with the help of bearing supported ends. At the
front end portion of vehicle two small wheels are fixed in an
inclined position with small amount of clearance between
them. The plantlet passage tray which is wide at one end to
load the paper pot plantlets and it is narrow at its other end,
this narrowed end is placed near the front axle of vehicle. The
handle bar is provided at the back side of chassis for handling
the vehicle to perform transplanting operation.

Figure 4 CAD Model of Paper pot transplanter (isometric view)
Table 1
S.no
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Description
Handle
Rear wheel
Shaft
Bolt
Dc motor
Base frame
Short
pitch
roller
Front wheel
Nut
Connecting
frame
Seeding
plate
Chain drive
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of wire and arc additive layer manufacturing process
on large multi-layer parts. Computational Materials
Science. 2011 Dec 1;50(12):3315-22.
[7] Theurer JC, Doney DL. Transplanted versus direct
seeded sugar beets. J. Am. Soc. Sugar Beet Technol.
1980 Apr;20(5):503-16.

Figure 5 Fabricated Model of Paper pot transplanter
A paper pot transplanter is a specialized machine used to
transplant paper pot seedlings in the field. A common paper
pot transplanter comprises: A seedling tray like a shed roof on
which mat type paper pot nursery is set. A seedling tray shifter
that shifts the seedling tray like the carriage of
typewriters.Plural pickup forks that pick seedlings up from mat
type nursery on the seedling tray an put the seedlings into the
earth, as if the seedling were taken between human fingers.
Machine transplanting using paper pot transplanters requires
considerably less time and labor than manual transplanting by
Theurer JC (7). It increases the approximate area that a
person can plant from 700 to 10,000 m2/day.

8 CONCLUSION
The paper pot seedling transplanting machine worked
satisfactorily. But, the improvements to be done before
introducing to the farmers. The machine is driven by man
power but engine can be coupled to increase the
performances. Machine can be developed to transplant the
several rows simultaneously. Weight of the machine should be
reduced by removing the sprocket, chains. The depot must
have the thin mud layer for easy removal of seedlings. It can
be used for transplanting the vegetable crops such as potato,
tomato, brinjal etc.
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